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Have you ever considered authoring a book?
Have you ever wanted to share your knowledge with your industry
co!eagues and those aspiring to learn about your field of expertise?
BartsBooks Ultimate Business Guides can Help You!

BartsBooks Select Author Series will:
•
•
•
•

arrange your content, provide editorial
assistance and create your book for you
publish your book under the “Ultimate
Business Guides” Brand
manage you and your company’s book
launch and public relations campaign
promote the finished, published book to
the Ultimate Business Guides Selling
Partners, the most respected, business
book boutique niche available exclusively
to business authors only worldwide.

LET BARTSBOOKS ULTIMATE BUSINESS GUIDES PUBLISH
Authoring a book is a
prestigious credential to add to
your list of outstanding
accomplishments. With the right
balance of content and
professional public relations
assistance, individuals become
authors, who become authorities
in their specialty sought after by
the media.

When a book is written with
the purpose to share wisdom and
experience, their authors are
invited to speak as keynotes at
tradeshows and conferences, and
they are regularly featured in
publications, and promoted in
blogs and in the news.

Authoring a book is a prestigious
credential to add to your list of outstanding
accomplishments. With the right balance of
content and professional public relations
assistance, individuals become authors, who
become authorities in their specialty sought
after by the media.
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It’s just a fact
Companies that choose
to have a book published on
their business oﬀering,
authored by their leaderincrease sales for their
company, and when measured
against their competition,
close the business first
because of the leverage of the
perception and credibility
that having a published book
brings.
In addition, authors
command higher speaking
fees, the physical book
becomes a new product for
the company earning
revenue, and the marketing
and branding advantages of
having a book far outweigh
traditional
advertising
benefits.

When a book is written with the purpose to
share wisdom and experience, their authors
are invited to speak as keynotes at
tradeshows and conferences, and they are
regularly featured in publications, and
promoted in blogs and in the news.

